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HE KENYON COLLEGIA
he Campus Senate, Kenyon's
ing conference of faculty, ad-
nistration and students is con-
uing on its promised revision
the college rules of behavior,
d screening the activities of the
nyoll Film Society.
he prbncrry items on the agen-
include "entertainment of
menguests," dances, and par-
s,These matters were discussed
some depth at the Senate's
cling of Sept. 30, but Chair-
n Franklin Miller deferred fi-
resolveon most of them until
Senate receives "the overall
jure" from the Dean of Stu-
ML Edwards' recommen,
tens are being used by the
ate as departure points for
te.
esterday, the Senate devoted
major portion of its time to an
estigation of the Kenyon Film
iety, with the aim of finding,
thewords of Chairman Miller, A full roster of meetings, sports But Saturday is the big day: the
e best way of making the events, and parties will entertain soccer team hosts Cedarville, and
vie Committee fit in' (organi- the grads from Friday night the football team takes on Hiram.
(when the executive committee During halftime in the Hiram
ionally) with the already es- meets) until sometime early the contest, the alumni can witness
Iished pattern of other stu- next week when the last dogged the traditional freshman-sopho_
t activities." Lately, the Film partyers groggily head for home. more massacre, in which all the
iety's relative autonomy has,I'=.::.-=-"'==--=-==------'-------'-------_
plcxed some 01 the more FROSH SURPRISE FRATS
eaucratically - minded poten- WITH WILL TO PLEDGE
s ofCampus Government. Jim
ret, President of the Student
neil, expressed this feeling
week when he alleged, at a
tingof the Council that, "the
Society has been operating
eaththe web of Campus nov-
ment."
Despite the grim proqnosis of
some knowing coves, the fresh· In mid-November, Kenyon College will witness the debut
man dass turned out in the rel_ new campus publication, The Kenyon Perspective.
crtivelyheal1hy proportion of 62%. The Publications Board of the tent of Hika, the undergraduate
a diminution of only three per. literary magazine, Manltowitz in-College met on Wednesday, Sep-
centage points from last year's tember 29, and passed the pros- tends to exclude cutTent literary
C""....ina to the pl'-' 01 B,·ll t I th . d· 1 criticism, poetry, and fiction. The~\.J'U_.., ......, rate pec us 0 e perlO lca as pre-
all, the College will pay for • sented by its founder and editor, initial number in November will
newspaper and magazine POVERTY AND WATTS Carl Mankowitz, '66. The Board's contain articles by Professor Mc~
il 'ouneil will choo" and ta I I Culloh and Krynski, on the
C _ AT FIRST FORUM s mp 0 approva was necessary
chase magazines. The esti- before Perspective could apply to Aeneid and twentieth century
ed cost of the racks is $275, Though protest cannot find a the Special Projects fund for the Polish literature respectively.
COUncilwill spend $60 on hom, m· 'hi, qw·"cent c,mpu" Besides Ed ito r Mankowitz,
initial outlay that will insure its th b .t ll1agazinesand three news- 0 er mem ers of the staff ill-Polemical discussion seems to be I 11 bli ti I d A .ers. The National Review. a pu ca on. cue ssoclate Editor Michael
NewRepublic and Esquire on its way in as a weekly activity. Edito u_,_ .t . . .__,,_ Clark, '67, and Art Coordinator
t r ••.........OWII, ill VlSUQ..I,J.Z_ John B'ttl" '68.Ypicalof the material which The Kenyon Forum, founded
ing the magazine before the, r-------------,rackwill carry, although fu_ II
d t· for the specific purpose of enter- board referred to several similarana Ions from students may .. " '
more spice. taillmg open dlscusslOn on ran- quarterlies at other campuses.
dam issues, will present its first Patterned after 'ournals like The
°uncil also requested that the program of the year on Monday J
ge increase the furnishings of night with a debate between Carl Columbia Forum at Columbia
.PeirceT. V. room. The ad- Thayler, '68, and Professor Alan University, and The Berkshire
IStrationis considering some Batchelder of the Economics De· Review, at Williams, The Kenyon
ries,paintings, more furni. partment. Thayler and Batchelder Perspective will feature articles
anda rug for the area around will exchange rhetoric on the of a social, humane and philoso_
T.V. and couches. Dean Ed- question of poverty in the cities h· al . ·t,' b I ul
~ noted that the College is and its relation to the Watts riot p IC mterest wrl en y ac ty
liinely concerned with im- of last summer. members and undergraduates. To
~l1b1.ulld021peg. 8, CoL 1 CODtinUedon page 8, Col 5 avoid encroachment on the con-
nate Considers
ilm Society's
adus Operandi
e particlpantll in yesterday's
iberations were, besides the
bers of the Senate, John
ks, President of the Film So-
y; Richard Freeman, senior
iectionist: Professors Jerry
dden and Antony Bing, inter-
d parties; and John Tucker,
a member of the Society.
acks
Fill Council's
Peirce
and Rugs
Plans
recent meetings, student
cil has planned newspaper
magazineracks for the Peirce
lounge,as well as additional
iture for the Peirce television
m. In other business, council
nd funds to pay an unfortunate
8 debt inCUtTedby last year's
·eWe.
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R 0\\,
"EXPERTS" 0 UT!GOODBYE, COLUMBUS
by Hichm-d Henry Lee
Rumors of a rapprochement of College officialsand the maintenance
staff were Persistent this Tuesday, and it appears possible that by the
time this article appears the dispute will be settled. The optimism
was principally generated by a meeting of the staff called by Harry
Roberts, Director of Plant and Operations, on Tuesday afternoon.
Contacted after the meeting, Roberts refused any comment "at this
time" but Woody Hall, president of Local 379, Retail, Wholesale and
Department Store Union, was guardedly jubilant and eager to taJk.
To him, it appeared that the differences over the role of Columbus
Services, Inc. in the supervision of College maintenance were about
to be reconciled in a manner favorable to his men. Woody was un-
derstandably reluctant to play his hand by being more specific than
this, but he was confident that "by next week we'll all be back to
normal and able to start cleaning up for Homecoming."
A history of the current mis-
understanding between the Col-
lege and its maintenance staff
would have to commence in the
early weeks of August. At that
time it became known that the
College had contracted with Co-
lumbus Services to upgrade its
maintenance work. One Robert
Wolford, employed in the main-
tenance department of Cooper-
Bessemer in Mount Vernon con-
tacted the Kenyon staff and told
them of low wages and high
work loads that became common-
place when Columbus Services
took over there. A fear devel-
oped among the Kenyon workers
that similar conditions would de-
velop here. More specifically,
they were afraid that the College
would contact with the Columbus
Services for complete mainten-
ance service and not simply su-
pervisory assistance. This would
have resulted in their loss of a
right to bargain directly with the
College through the Union. A
secret ballot of Union members
was taken and they voted unant,
mously to strike. According to
Hall, sanction was obtained from
the Union's international repre-
sentative. On August 24 the
maintenance men, janitors, and
maids walked off their jobs.
Samuel Lord, Kenyon's busi-
ness manager and treasurer calls
the strike the result of a misun-
derstanding of terms in the new
contract then being negotiated.
At that time the College believed
that the phrase, "The College a-
grees to recognize the Union as
the sole bargaining agent" ex-
cluded a third party. But Lord
now admits that, "strictly speak-
ing, we could have aubcontraet;
ed." This was not the intent,
however.
A meeting between officials of
the Union and the College took
of a place on the day of the strike and
the dispute was settled by the
signing of the new two·year con.
tract, with the additional stipu-
lation that the college would not
sell the contract to a third party.
Perhaps the chief importance
of the strike lies in the bitter
feelings that followed in its wake.
The College had in its press
releases judged the strike a
"wildcat." This was understand-
ably offensive to Woody Hall and
his Union because they believed.
that they had followed proper
procedures in calling the strike
and that the allegations hurt their
prestige and honor in the Gam_
bier and College community. If
scattered, informal conversation
with disinterested parties is any
indication, this assumption is
correct.
But the College, in consultation
with its lawyer, had found "wild_
cat" a suitable characterization of
the strike. Mr. Lord states that
the procedure of the Union was
considered by the lawyer not to
Continued on pave C. CoL 2
LOWER DEMPSEY A-GO-GO TO PREMIER
AS PART OF BOUNTEOUS HOMECOMING CAPER
carefully cultivated rush-party
friendships are abruptly ended.
So this how we stand: rush is over, the pledges are recovered from
their fraternities' Sunday night welcome, and classes are beginning
to assume an air of academic purpose. The remedy for this state of
affairs has been scheduled for October 16th. This day is called Alum.
ni Homecoming, and on it, upwards of 150 former Kenyon students
are expected to return to Gambier.
Besides the sports events, the
Alumni are being offered the
chance to attend a general meet-
ing, a buffet luncheon, and the
viewing and judging of the fra-
ternity displays. This year, there
will be an added lure for partici-
pation in this contest: in addition
to the first place plaque, there
will be a second prize. Its na-
ture has not yet been announced.
The "slow death" predicted for
the fraternity system is proceed,
ing with Iess velociJy crt Kenyon
than is the case at other ccm-
puses,
Last Sunday. the faternity
preaidenJs quietly notified. their
selectees by mail in a departure
from the break and enter prac-
tice of the past (thus sparing the In all, 147 freshmen entered the
. I I t I Last year, as some may recallemotIons 0 orgotten rooma es, bonds. And what of the inde-
with varying emotions, Ken-When all the newly-augmented pendents? Sunday night. in the yon hosted a fair number of
forces had repaired to the divi· mid.5t of the brothers' wet-lipped Chatham cuties thtough a full day
sicns, alive and bopping for the exultation, one avowed. independ_ of dinner, subtle talk, and frater-
occasion, the calculcrtors went to ent of '69 commented: "I can't nity grind shows. Reportedly,
work producinq the tcteet rend. join a fraternity. Myoid man', the Chathamites and their keep-
gonna throw me outta here if 1 ers were highly impressed withition of that dwindling figure-
don't make the good marks. 1 the deconun maintained by the
the percentaqe of the fremman gotto: make the good marks." Continued on page B. Col 3
class who JOINED - which isl--------=- -=---=-__ ~ __
becoming a critical measure of
froternal half-life at Kenyon,
Delta Tau Delta pulled the larg.
est haul with 21 stalwarts (all
madly costumed for the Delt's
ceremonial pledge inaugural),
while Psi Upsilon manifested its
selectivity with a careful 6. The
"enferrt" Alpha Sigma Chi lured
I 1 pledges. as the Betas plunged
from last yeOT'shigh of 26 to an
unfortunate 15.
Chatham At 'Em Again
On Saturday, October 9, this
campus will be devoid of some
one hundred freshmen, as that
number will be at Chatham Col.
lege, participating in yet another
of the ever-increasing inter-col-
legiate mixers.
PUB BOARD APPROVES
PERSPECTIVE PROSPECTIVE
COLLEGIAN SINGALONG:
"We think it', love, dear,
Could we be mlata.lr:en?
If it's a dream. dear
Let u, D....er waJr:en,
There's jUIJone thinq you can
do:
Write my 10Te upon your
heart, Babyll"
For more information about
the composer of the abvoe an.
them. see paqe 7
PAGE TWO
Staff:
LETTER TO THE EDITOR
---
In Kenyon's glorious political past shine the names of KLING CRITIQUE DISPUn
Rutherford B. Hayes, and Edward M. Stanton. Richard Dear Su:
Baehr ('69) has made the initial move toward joining this Your recent editorial Prill
stellar archive. With sweaty palms, the Collegian drily under the supposedly hUlnolOI
applauds the bleak intransigence of Mr. Baehr's effort. He title of Kling of the Road.is
h unfortunate testimony to the n,has conducted an extremely civilized campaign-very muc . f th ".:.
tiness on the part 0 e Cc1i~~
in the tradition of Kenyon protest. In his conscientious In the first place, Le COl'bUsi
parochialism, Mr. Baehr has not alluded to the "big picture" comments on the "banal agr~
aspects of national politics. There have been no student tion" of Philadelphia are hat{
marches, no proposals to alleviate the drought in New York in specific reference to the WIj
of one of the nation's most ~.(he's skirted that issue), no nubile nymphets boosting the penent architects, Vincent:illi
Baehr bandwagon-in other words, a campaign directed to- His comments were directed
ward the local voter. the lack of planning of any I
No one can deny that Mr. Baehr's platform is original. His that is evinced in the jungle
program of urban renewal is certainly sweeping, but we must concrete and neon that makes
the average American city. Itfind fault with some of his specific proposals. This paper has easy to see that a great deal
always taken a strong editorial stand against tobacco chew- this jungle is caused by the et
ing, so we cannot be in favor of a major league's baseball team nomic and social pressures of
moving into Greater Gambier, but Mr. Baehr's suggestion a.utomobile which .demands~
of a domed stadium is indeed of great value. Instead, let us lions of acres dOfd1r::':LpaVerne
- . to operate an gansn signserect a shield of black dolomite 0.ver the football .field, WhICh catch the attention of the SPe
woul prevent spectators from seeing what was going on upon ing driver. These pressures hi
the greensward. apparently become so great tlJ
We feel that Mr. Baehr's proposed "Great Wall" ignores the Collegian now informs uslli
the major danger in community relations. The major dis- the irs: ahnd parking IJf
. . car IS a paIn uman need."ruptive eleme~t can be adequately contained by the erection suming that by this grosslym'
of a wall WhICh would seal off the ground floor of North taken terminology the editor'
Ascension. tended to imply that the pcss
The subway certainly deserves a comment. The mention sion of a car was a pleasant c
of "subway" axiomatically implies streetcar violence. Do we vhenience,it ~('fn b'llcomesa "p ,
urnan need' or a of thosew
want this in Gambier? own cars) to park them within
We've saved the proposal of a superhighway for the last. few steps of their door. It iso'
We enthusiastically endorse this proposal. If it will serve vtous from this statement that.
nothing better this highway will afford us the means of 500 students, give or take 50,w
esca e from the Baehr Gambier of Tomorrow. _ R. G. F. don't own cars a~e not. able
p D supply one of their basic nooJ
- R. . L. Perhaps they are eligible fO~'Th
---------------------------- eral aid? '
I must admit that the ne
parking lot, while being situa
where it should be, outside 01
intellectual community but wi
in easy walking distance of II:
yet." He added, however, that he dorms, is a rather sad piece
does have some ideas about im- construction to say the least. Ai
KENYON'S POLICY of expand, proving the scholarship program, the addition of a good path to it
ing its student body should not particularly Kenyon Day. "The essential. But would our irateu.
alter the amount of scholarship time should be "Wed more effl- perclassmen rather look out
aid given to needy students, ac, ciently, and the prospective stu- their windows that will face ill
cording to Wesley 'I'utchings, As- dents should have more contact the new quadrangle and view
ststant Director of Admissions and with more members of the faculty estheticaly pieasing lines of D
newly - appointed Director of and administration." Tutchings trait's latest, or a well design.
Scholarships and Student Aid. In also feels that parents should be area incorporating natural be.
an interview last week Tutchings better Informed as to the work- ty?
explained that although more stu- ings of a scholarship, enabling I am sure that the intellect'
dents are being admitted a lower them to make a wiser choice of community of Kenyon can su
percentage of them are found to college for their son. port a paper that prints more co
be deserving by the College Ir==============, Istructive matter than the pe
Scholarship Service. gripes of those students who pr
Despite rumors to the contrary, ITEM: The word "fitch," which fer ugly parking lots to pleasa;
the amount of scholarship money derives from the MiddleFrench quadrangles designed by a co
has not been cut appreciably. A fic:houx, means the fur or pelt petent architect.
few outside scholarships, most of a polecat. Kurt Lorenz, '69
notably that sponsored by Inland Let reader Lorenz mend
Steel, have been terminated, but ways.--ED.
that Is the "tent of the reduction. Please Tell Us: i=========1
At present, our full scholarship
endowment stands at a reasonable What in Hell is
$825,000. A A P 1
"OHIO CONFERENCE re gula- n gnostic riest.
tiona prohibit us from offering This Sunday, the Kenyon
athletic scholarships as such," says Christian Fellowship will present
Tutchings. "We do give grants and the first in its yearly gamut of F============1
loans to those who excel in extra, Iecures when Mr. Jerry David
curricular activities. The nomen-
Madden Lecurer in English, will
clature has been changed this year speak on "The Agnostic Preist."
and what were formerly called The address is an embroidered
grants-in-aid are now alumni as_ arrangement of some extempor_
sodation awards. These awards aneous remarks that Mr. Madden across from the Hill
are handled here at the college by delivered befor'2 a Friday evening ,=",,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,:=:='1
Dean Haywood and the Director Jewish service last March. Much r-
of Athletics." of it is in the form of a memoir,
AT THE MOMENT Tuc:h- having to do with Mr. Madden's
ings' most difficult problem is that fascJnation with Southern reviv.
of assigning students to on- alist. The remainder of the
campus jobs, which he said "is speech develops, in a highly per_
more difficult than people be- sonal fashion, the tenninological
lieve." Usually 100 to 125 students conflict of Mr. Madden's chosen
work at on-campus jobs and at title.
outside jobs, such as babysitting ]ohn Wood Hackworth.. 'S7 and
and lawnmowing. President of the Fellowship"
TUTCHINGS, a Kenyon grad- urges all interested to attend the
uate in 1961 and a Beta, is a short, lecture, which is to be held in the
heavyset man with a crewcut, first floor lounge of Peirce Hall
who wears glasses with wide this Sunday, October 10, at 7:15
lenses. He grinned when he was p.m.
asked whether he was subject to I~=============~ 1964 MG-B Roadster _ co1!l'
pressure from outside sources in What Do Gambier Celeba plete equipment, excellent con'
the distribution of scholarship Thi k V' d'tion _ 3'7.2511, 4'.30 to 6:30n of e1t Nom?-5ee next ~funds. "I'm a little too new in iuue. P.M.
the job of scholarships for thnt '--------------.!'L-----------1
Scholarship Service Finds
Lower Percentage Deserving Aid
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NEW PERSPECTIVES
It has been said that patriotism is in small evidence on this
campus. To sustain this point, some have decried the flaccid
participation in the weekend football experience. Others,
seeking a remedy for the alleged lack of enthusiasm for Phi.
lander Chase's enterprise, have called on individual students
to contribute in a small way to the general welfare through
donations of needed equipment. This is called Self-Help.
But no effort has been made that we can see on behalf of
glorifying what this college stands for-its intellectual pro-
ductivity.
Now. through the perceptive and quiet diligence of a
clutch of students who are tuned to the college's true identity,
the proper patriotic gesture has been made. We applaud Carl
Mankowitz and his fellow co-founders of The Kenyon Per-
spective for their earnest attention to the single undeniable
virtue that this college can claim in the intellectual output
of its scholars. We feel that the publication of this magazine
as a tangible tribute to Kenyon's position in the community
of intellect will accomplish what the Public Relations De-
partment, in its constant, gratuitous dispatches has lament-
ably failed to produce-a sense of participation in the vast,
academic quest for excellence.
We won't attempt at this time to tear down the tatter'd en-
sign of The Kenyon Review. For our own part we beam with
vicarious self-importance when we display the Review and
its many recognizable NAME contributors to our friends at
other, less fortunate institutions. We believe that the thirty
grand that the college annually spills into desk drawers of
Ransom Hall is well spent, perpetuating as it does a reputa-
tion that the college once boasted and now masquerades. The
Kenyon Perspective, we feel, will resuscitate the glorious
past by demonstrating that student -faculty cooperation need
not be articulated in a hand-holding arrangement called
Campus Government. To think that a shared administration
is the only way of uniting a college's components to prove
that it is an actual working organism is to screech along with
the Berkeley cadres. Now, those who choose to do so can
meet their favorite faculty members not over a table of con-
test - in the process of Campus Government-but on a table
of contents, in an ideal expression of the classic collegium.
-RG.F.
It's Fair Weather, Friends!
On Monday night, October 4, a with olive-colored tents shelter_
grim man armed with a shotgun ing bingo, games of chance, and
stalked resolutely in the area of other diversions for the Gambier
fairgoer.middle path flanked by Main
Street. He was former Marshal The proceeds of the Fair go to
Charles Imel, and the purpose of the Gambier Voluntee Fire Brl_
his annament was to insure that gade, an aggregate g~oup of col-
the Annual Gambier Fireman's lege celebs an~ promment to~-
Fair would proceed as schedUled, fo.lks who attue themselves in
unhampered by the activities of shc~ black garb w~en a conftag_
suspected vandals. aratlOn breaks out JJ1 to",":nor on
the campus. The last action seen
The Foir, a replica wi1h some by the Brigade in the vidnity of
reservations of the surrealistic the college was on Sept. 24, when
outrage that blotted Middle Path they were summoned to extin.
a year ago last reading week, is guish the expectorations of a
now in its last day of operation, belching stove in the SAGA kitch_
having opened on Wednesday. ens. An observer at the scene
For three days now Middle Path told the Colleqian that he counted
has looked like an anny encamp_ at least two firemen with their
ment as conceived by Joe Levine, helmets on backwards.
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Baehr New World
by Steve Bowers
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REPAIR
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CALL EXTENSION 289.
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Gambier Self-Government - II
MAYOR WOLFE RUNS FOR EIGHTH TERM
FORSEES WATER CRISIS IN GAMBIER
by Richard Schmidt
Leo W.Wolfe has been mayor of Gambier since 1952, and although
he is now running for his eighth successive term, this year marks
only the third time that he has faced opposition at the polls. "This
is indicative of the lack of interest which has often characterized
village politics," says Wolfe. "Anyone serving in the village gov-
ernment does so as a volunteer. The pay is certainly not enough
to make it worthwhile, and the only incentive is that local property
owners want to have some say in how their money is spent." Even
this, however, doesn't seem to have interested many people. Several
years ago, in fact, no one could be found who was willing to run for
the council, and the election was held with no names on the ballot.
Jim Hayes, purveyor of fine wines, won on a few write-ins and
promptly resigned. Several weeks passed before a new councilman
finally agreed to fill his vacancy.
The mayor and village council [,,-;-;------,;-,-------,-
have made several efforts to stir time the community has expand-
up some local interest. All coun, ed beyond the range of that sew-
cil meetings are open to the pub- age plant. As a result, the state
lic, and last spring a special meet- has exerted pressure to expand
ing was held in the parish house facilities lest in the near future
for the purpose of answering any untreated sewage be dumped into
questions about the village gov- the Kokosing and drunk by un-
ernment. Several citizens attend- suspecting citizens further down
ed and heard local officials ex- the river.
plain the nature of their jobs and The Raike Engineering Com-
the problems currently facing pany has been studying the sew-
Gambier. age problem for several months
and their estimate ot the prob;
able cost of new facilities is
$50,000. The federal government
can be expected to pay for no
more than a quarter of the cost;
the college will probably share The viewpoint of Mayor Wolfe.some of the cost, but the rest must a short, black-haired man, who
come from the village. perhaps in bears a distant resemblance to
the form of a bond issue of mort-
gage revenue bonds. LBJ, is a clear contrast to that
The water problem is the same in certain other quarters. The
old one about which we have mayor presents a picture of har-
heard so much lately-there soon mony, with the college and vtl;
lage working together in most tn-
:~~~o~es:n:eU;hre:::~i: ~~ stances, while others feel that the
mayor and the council he leadsfound. The college, which pres-
ently furnishes water for the en- are usually an obstacle to college
plans. Wolle will not campaign
tire community, would like the for the November 2 election. "I
village to take over the water
Foremost amonq the immediate plant on the grounds that 'We're stand on my record," the mayor
tasks before the council are the trying to run a college, not a pub., claims, "and I'm grateful that the
sewage and water problems. lic utility.' people have had enough confl-
Gambier's present sewage treat, The mayor and counciJ work dence in me to re-elect me in the
I past."ment p ant is equipped to handle with Kenyon Business Manager '-- -r-
Baehr hopes to help Gambier 1000 people. It was built in the Sam Lord on such issues as the November 15: Professor E. Ram6n
modernize as an expanding urban early '30's with federal help un- college's expansion program. AI_ Arango of Kenyon will reflect
community. A new euperhigh, del' the W.P.A. But since that though the two disagree at times, on his travels in South America
way and a major league baseball I::~-=~-==-::::.-==~==--",=c..:=::~=--",:::,::.:':'..,~=-"':.~~last summer.
team would attract a great a- Bl d B th F • F D .
mount of the capital needed for 00 a Imminent ~n nve November 29: Professor Franklin
grant-in-aids to draft horses for As Fraternities Bottle In v'eron Miller, Jr., of Kenyon -wtll
football. He hopes to bring the ' I speak on "The Concept of the
Kansas City Athletics here as soon On Tuesday, November 16, the Saari, Norton Hall; Bob Nevin Stngle-Coneept Film," concern-
us a dome could be completed American Red Cross Bloodmobile and Rob Fuggit, Lewis Hall; Bill ing the films he has been mak-
over the college field. A new jet. will make its annual visit to Schnall, Watson Hall ing for the teaching of physics
port should be built to connect us Gambier. Between 10 A.M. and without laboratory equipment.
with the other capital of the 4 P.M. registered nurses from the The function of the chairman is December 10, in the first George
world. A subway system would Gambier area and volunteer to explain to his division and to Guod Lecture: Professor Frank
alleviate the traffic jams on Mid- workers from the college will be solicit support and sign up donors J. Kermode, a well-known
dle Path. The tube would con- working in Lower Dempsey Hall for the program. Each donor is Shakespearian scholar from the
ick is a doer-not a watcher. nect Bexley, the freshmen dormi- trying to make the Kenyon Blood given an appointment to give University of Manchester, will
the ageof ten, he found a Har., tories, Dorothy's, and the Silver Drive more successful than ever. blood so that participation in the speak on a topic to be announc-
n poster on the sidewalk, Dollar. As his most extravagant The Kenyon Blood Drive is program will not conflict with ed.
mpfly seized it, and marched project, Dick envisions a twelve more of a college effort than a classes or other student commit~
I.lndhis block with it. Since foot~high Great Wall around Red Cross appeal. The initiative ments.
n, he has campaigned for Ken_ Gambier, which would be used to for the blood donating program The Kenyon Blood Dri .. is a
y, Morgenthau and Goldw.te-, keep out "townies." Such rigor~ comes from the Gambier com~ fi I dr~ non-pro t, vo unteer ive to sup_
k hopesthat the attainment of ous campaign promises are in line munlty, and the entire program is port the American Red Cross
mayoralty of Gambier will with his avowed Independent under the direction of a faculty Blood Bank program _ through
ve as a stepping stone to his Radical Party doctrines. wife, Mrs. H. Landon Warner, The which anyone needing blood can
imate goal, the Presidency of Richard Baehr's approach to program has been self-sustained obtain it free of all charges but
UnitedStates. the problems of an urban com- by volunteer workers, who every those incurred in the laboraory
hQughhe meets neither the munity is evidently derived from year give both their blood and processing of he blood.. their time to this effort. , -='-- _ldency nor the age require~ the thinking of his acknowledged -
" t f mentor, William Buckley. Like The appeal made by the Blood-
, a run or mayor, Dick mobile is directed to the entire
n t let technicalities slow him Buckley, the spirit of his cam-
wn. Be has already begun his paign is based on the New York college community. Bexley Hall,
paign by placing posters in City candidate's principal of "Mad the faculty and their families, the
tegicspots around campus and Fun." fraternities and dormitories are
Ii all urged to participate in the
so 'citing contributions. In blood drive.
lone week, he has collected (The "Collegian" will comment
t d editorially on the mayoralty race A Itndent chairman directs theun er one dollar. He has
Unhis grass~roots campaign in the place where Inch things drive in each division. This year
establishing branch campaign I~_e_d_on_"~'__ ~ lthe student chairmen are: Sam
d, Ie Clay, Delta Kappa Epsilon; David.,uar rs in each freshmen
lTnit Fey, Sigma Pi; Mack Haning, AI~
b ,Dry. With additional con~16thutlons,he plans to profession- muf «A'P~p a Delta Phi; Merrill Bums,
~hi Archon; Mark Sullivan, Psi Upsi~s Campaignwith more but~
stickers and printed liter- Ion; Jeff Northrup, Alpha Lambda
reo Omega; Bob Martin, Middle Ken_
yon Association; Dan Hale, Delta
,i('khopes to win the commun~ Tau Delta; Barry Beifelcl, Beta
s SUPportby using the services 9 WEST VINE CTREET Theta Pi; Bob Tait, Phi Kappa
Gambier's mas s media. Sigma; Bob Cook,Delta Phi; SCott
a~~h spots on WKCO, as well MOUNT VERNON,OHIO Gledhill, Alpha Sigma Chi; Dick
U I1l the Mt. Vernon N_a, he Want Lim Cordially Invited Kockman, Independents; Gerry
reach every eligible voter. "I Reynolds, Arnold Air Society;
arouse the people of Gam- PHONE 397·1931 Bob Klein and Jack Turnbull,
r not to be apathetic to local Gund Hall; Chris Ames and John
HARD BAEHR, shown with photogl'aph of legitimate candidate
whose name be httli capitalized.
by Harold Basel
or the first time in recent history, the Kenyon community finds
if with a favorite son in the Gambier mayoral election. Last
ek, Richard Allen Baehr, Kenyon '69, announced his candidacy
thepost. From his temporary campaign headquarters in Lewis
aehr issued his challenge to incumbent Mayor Leo Wolfe, warn.
that this would be a fight to the finish.
he baUle, already billed as ~-------------
e Baehrvs. the Wolfe," is pre- issues but to assume civic respon-
ed to have widespread politi- sibility and local pride in this fa-
repreeussions throughout the mous town .... "said Dick in a
ireGreater Gambier area. To recent news conference. He will
previouslysleepy community, shortly appeal to the League of
k Baehr's campaign represents Women's Voters and the ASPCA
lity, new ideas, and youth. He for their support.
a native of the Bronx, and a
duateof the well-known High
1001 of Science. In appearance
is impressive-his 140 pounds
distributed evenly on his
verrut six foot, two inch frame.
th his beady eyes and exposed
s he reminds one of an emac-
ed python. As Baehr has said,
y civic concern and responsi-
ity required me to run for
yor." Referring to what he
led "Wolf's do-nothing ad-
istratlon," he announced his
paign slogan: "Nothing is for
hing."
Some success has apparently
resulted, for as we reported fort-
night ago, seven candidates are
running tor-the four council seats
presently at stake, and Mayor
Wolfe himself is opposed by Rich-
ard A. Baehr, and Richard A.
Baer. The mayor expresses no
favoritism in the council races,
but is glad there is a choice. "I
think I would work harmonious-
ly with nearly anyone, and have
no preference as to [ossible coun-
cil candidates. We do have a
good council now, and they have
accomplished a lot. But there is
a lot more to be done."
the mayor reports, there is a close
relationship between Lord and
the village authorities, Wolfe
claims that the village-college re-
lationship is a harmonious one
and that he and Mr. Lord are on
very good terms. Faculty mem-
hers have always been welcome
as members of the council, the
mayor claims. Any reservations
which he might have regarding
the college building program are
based on fears that students Iiv-
ing in the downtown area might
cause disturbances to their neigh-
bors. His only request is that the
Dean of Students be especially
careful in his screening of stu-
dents who live downtown.
The mayor does not have a vote
on the village council except in
the case of a tie. His main rune-
tions are to conduct council meet-
ings, make requests and recom-
mendations to the council, and act
as general overseer of their ac-
tivities. The mayor issues build-
ing permits, which often involve
touchy zoning disputes, and con-
tacts people and firms outside of
Gambier when the village needs
their services.
~O'SAfraid of the Big Baehr-Wolfe?
The lectures for the
semester are as follows:
second
January 24: Professor Paul
Schwartz of Kenyon will speak
on his experiences making films
for the teaching of music, com~
plementing Prof. Miller's lec-
ture.
February 14: Professor Robert J.
Weber of Kenyon will lecture
on the psychological aspects of
language.
February 21: Professor Rostoltzik
Twarog of Ohio State Uni~
The lectureship Committee has versity will lecture on Slavic
announced its schedule of per~ literature. ?
formers, lecturers, film-makers, March 7: Professor Gordon Craig,
puppeteers, and mountain climb· historian, will deliver the Phi
ers for the 1965-1966 academic Beta Kappa lectW'e.
year. With lectures illustrated by March 28: Miss Maria Corvin, an
slides and films, the emphasis this actress from England, will give
year seems to be on arrousing a program of readings from the
greater interest through visual works of Isak Dinesen.
aids. It is hoped that attendance April 4: Professor Howard Han_
this year wUl be greater than last, son, formerly Dean of Eastman
when two of he lectures were at~ School of Music, will talk on a
tended by a grand total of 21 per~ subject to be announced.
sons. The program for the first Ir~~~~~;:~;;;;;;;;~=~
semester is as follows:
October 22 & 23: Professor Peter
D. Arnott of the State Univer-
sity of Iowa will perform trans-
lations, with puppets, of Ra~
cine's Phebre and Arlstcphanes'
T'M Sir ..
LECTURERS NAMED
FOR YEAR SLATE
8 South Main St,
Mount Vernon, Ohio
QUALITY LUGGAGE &
LEATHER GOODS
PAGE FOUR
Outside
The
Microcosm
by Ashby Denoon
Usually college newspapers are
advent.ures in deficit spending, in
which the administration has to
come through with more money
due to skimpy ad revenues. How-
ever, such a state of affairs is uri-
heard of at Albion, where the edi-
tor of the Pleiad apologized "for
make-up and contents of this
week's issue. Advertising exceed-
ed expectations, forcing out many
scheduled articles and several
photographs. In the future, the
Pleiad will attempt to make cer-
tain that news and pictures con-
stitute a greater portion of the
paper's content." Such an apol-
ogy (in bold face on the front
page) must be unique in the an-
nals of American journalism.
• • • •
What to do about the relations
between Town and Campus has
plagued the imagination of many
a college dean. Denison presents
a $100 prize annually to "the stu-
dent who has done the mast to
foster friendly relations between
the people of Granville and the
University. Albion initiated a
"Help Week" in which its frater-
nities clean up the Kalamazoo
River bed and other community
betterment activities. This year
one fraternity marred the har-
mony by ordering its half-naked,
green-painted pledges to ambush
the Albion High School band
marching on route to a fooball
game.
• • • •
The Denisionan editor bemoans
the "inequities of Denison's ab-
surd system" of grading. Each
professor has the option of using
pluses and minuses in his grades.
A C grade and a C-plus one might
indicate the same level of per-
formance depending on his whim.
• • • •
Headline observed in the Tan
and Cardinal, the undergraduate
bleat-sheet of Otterbein College,
our neighbors to the South:
MARILYN DAY VOTED OUT-
STANDING WOMAN.
Bair', DRY CLEANING
3 west high street
Mount Vernon
Shirt Laundering a Specialty
WILLIAMS FLOWER SHOP
114 South Main Street
Next to the Alcov~
392-2086 ,n·2076
Profs Babel Tonight
As "Babel" Debuts
"Babel," a new program de-
voted to the reading of foreign
poetry in the original language,
will present its first reading to-
night at eight o'clock in Philo-
mathesian Hall.
Mr. Philip Church of the Eng-
lish Department and Carl Thay-
ler, '66, hopes that "Babel" will be
extended into a monthly series,
with each program devoted to
the poetry of a single country.
This evening's readings will be
by Associate Profs. Goodhand and
Seymour of the French Depart-
ment, Assoc. Prof. McCulloh of
the Classics Department, Mr. Na_
gel from the English Department.
Assoc. Prof. Krynski of the Rus"
sian Department, and German in"
structor Hecht. The poets whosf
works will be read are the Chil-
ean Neruda, Vallejo, Evtushen.
kov, Myakovsky, Cavafy, Artaud
and Prevert. TranSlations of the
poems into English will accom.
pany the original texts.
KENYON COLLEGIAN
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New Augmented Ensemble
To Perform This Year
by Dave Hos:l:er
Kenyon's music program for the
the coming year features a new
emphasis on three instrumental
groups, the string ensemble, the
brass choir, and the newly-formed
woodwind ensemble.
For the first time, three part-
time instructors will head the
esemblea, Dr. Paul Schwartz,
head of the music department, has
announced.
New leader of the string ensem-
ble will be its former concert-
master Robert Pforsich, head of
the string program in the Mount
Vernon School System. Pforsich
holds a bachelor of music degree
from Heidelburg College. The
string ensemble is the oldest of the
instrumental groups, with a mem-
bership open not only to under-
graduates, but also faculty mem-
bers, faculty wives, and Mount
Vernon residents. Participation
in the brass and woodwind groups
This is the first in a series of articles by anonymous cor- is limited to undergraduates.
respondents who intend to prove that Ohio is not such a dull Beginning its fir'!lt season as an
place after all. The editors are of the opinion that this, and organized group, the woodwind
the other items in the Buckeye Decameron that we will fea. ensemble will be headed by Elama
tuee. might arouse some students to something other than an Ostrander, ~a graduate of Ohio
. . . . State. M1SS Ostrander played
cccdemjc Interest In our host state. Our documentary mIght J with the Ohio State University
even convince the Eastcoast smoothies :l:hat Ohio is not the concert band, and is familiar at
grainbelt bugaboo that they Imagine it to be. but a dramatic Kenyon after several performan.,
place :1:0 visit and at lease a curious place in which to live. ced here last year.
• • * * The Brass Choir will be con-
ducted in the coming year by
Donald Babcock, a graduate of
the Cincinatti conservatory.
cock served as bandmaster of
Princeton High band in Cincinn.
for many years. He is currenu
employed as a public school Il
cipal in Bladesburg.
The three conductors corne
to Kenyon one night each w
for intensive rehearsal with t1
ensemble members. Practices a
in preparation for several p(ltlo.
mences both in Gambier
Mount Vernon.
Two performances by the i
strument ensembles have a!read
been scheduled by the mUsic
partment as a part of its conce
series for 1965-66. The first h'
been slated for Dec. 5 in the 1{
yon chapel. Performance h
will be in conjunction with
college choir, under the lead,
ship of Dr. Frank Lendrim. Tb
second scheduled performll!l
has been set for May 2 in R
Hall. Dr. Schwartz has sta
that other concerts will be seh '
uled in the near future.
If the three organizations d
velop well, Dr. Schwartz hopesI
combine parts of each into d~
ferent instrumental combinatio
so that a more varied pro
will be possible. He feels that t·
increasing quality of the inst
mental groups is a major part ~
the improving musical progn;
at Kenyon.
Another in a sertes of suing qucetets will appear in Rosse Hall on
Monday. October lB. The Brahms Quartet, a celebruted group of
Italian musicians. has been proclaimed one of the most outstanding
chamber music ensembles, The Rosse Hall program will highlight
works by Mozart Aaron Copland and :l:he group's inspiration. Jo.
hannes Brahms.
OHIOANA: BAR-BELLES
LABOR
Continued from paqe 1
be in accordance with the Taft_
Hartley regulations with regard
to utilization a f established
grievance channels or notification
of the intent to strike. Mr. Hall
counters that the strike was as-
sessed "legal" by his international
representative "who ought to
know."
This, then, was the atmosphere
when the hapless Columbus Ser-
vices arrived on the scene ...
Sam Lord was "burned up" at
Woody and his union for what
he considered the violation of a
The purpose of "Babel," ac-
~ording to Thayler, is to help the
'istener experience what he calls
"the sound of the poem," to help
'!ld the misconception that poetry
's only an English and American
lhenomenon and to show its in-
~rnational nature, to introduce
eople to a wider scope of poetry,
""Idto "explain a playback be-
'veen poems in different lan-
·Jages."
maintenance staff. An analysis of
his efforts was offered by Foster
Antel, one of the maintenance
men. "You see President Lund is
a speechmaker-, He's an educated
man, and he knows how 'to ex-
press himself. But, you see, every
day he has to make a speech, and
he makes so many speeches that
he don't commit himself. He
don't care to commit himself on
anything. As long as he makes
a speech, see, that's O.K."
But President Lund to the con-
trary, the Union feels that the
finances of the College were ill-
spent in the hiring of supervisory
personnel from Columbus Ser-
vices. They believe that if the
money had been used instead to
raise their wage-level to one corn-
parable, for example, to Denison,
the incentive to do a better, more
thorough job would be present.
They point out that many of the
training services that Columbus
provides may be obtained at no
cost from distributors and manu-
facturers of janitorial products.
They do not recognize a serious
lack in their past performance,
with a few personal exceptions
which they are quick to acknowl-
edge and unwilling to defend. As
they already have a supervisor in
the person of Mr. Roberts, they
find the supervisory efforts con-
fusing, and actually believe them
to be obstructive and inefficient.
Their work cards, for example,
call on them to perform many
tasks each day that they claim are
needless and require attention
only infrequently. To them., the
result has been an increased work
load and - in the itemizing of
each job on a schedule _ the loss
of a personal initiative and invol.
vement through the reduction of
their jobs to a mere series of
meaningless, mechanical acts.
They resent the intrusion of un-
sympathetic and overbearing out-
side supervisory personnel and do
not see Mr. Lord as receptive to
their problems either.
The men are expressing their
displeasure by following the work
cards and new methods prescrib_
ed to the letter in the hope that
the College will see the low level
of competence Columbus Services
represents. Any Kenyon student
can tell you what this policy, in
effect, means. The first month of
the school year has seen the dm
mitories littered with unswe
dirt, perfumed by festering gilt
bage, and graced with lavatori
that are reminiscent of the Bl~'
Hole of Calcutta. In additia
maintenance crews have infcm
aUy attempted to enlist the su
port of the students for tit:
cause. The success of this ell
was amply demonstrated. at th
College Assembly on Tuesda
when the Deans and Mr. 10.'
were sharply questioned coneen
ing the maintenance situation."
I contract he had, in fact, already
signed and which had been verb-
ally agreed to by the Union. The
men of the maintenance depart-
ment were sour at what they con-
sidered a slur in the pages of the
Mount Vernon News. To be
frank, each had a point. For the
College itself to presume to judge
the strike a "wildcat" and so state
in press releases seems ill-advised
at least and high-handed at the
most. And yet, it is true that the
Union's manner of calling the
strike was of a dubious nature.
At any rate, the friendly relation-
ship that both members of the
College community had prided
themselves on had been shattered.
The College, in turn, believ
that the men have not accep
Columbus Services in good f~j'
and that, far from observing th
new methods exactly, are simp
trying to blackmail the Co11ei
into capitulation by doing infer
ior work. Mr. Lord claims,'
still say that they know abe
janitorial services. What the
ask a man to do is legal und
NLRB rules. But that isn't wha
we need. "What we need is tael,
and that is the fault of Columb
Services." Mr. Lord, howev
feels that evidences of
housekeeping were plentiful
the past and insists in the preser
vaucn of his right to decide w
shall supervise maintenance. H
is convinced that, given time
better adjust to Gambier aD
granted the Cooperation of til
staff, Colwnbus can do a job 0
the high calibre it has been nol
for elsewhere. He does not con
cede any threat to the spiritO'
well-being from the work c
which he views merely as logi
efficiency. He is ready to hav
the cards analysied if more tangi
ble complaints are voiced. If
dismisses the disparity betw
Kenyon's wage-scale and that ~
other schools in the area, asset!
ing that ''taken on the averag
our rates are comparable to tha
paid for similar work in a suni
lar operation." On Tuesda.
afternoon, he described himself'
"willing to bend over backward
to settle grievences and effect
settlement of the problem. It .
evidently in connection with
policy and in line with a reQu
from Mr. Lord that Mr. Ro
called the meeting of Tuesda,
which has almost certainly
the first move toward a "ret
to normalcy."
A subtle form a guerilla warfare
between officialdom and the
maintenance men ensued. Battle
centered over the role and func-
tion of Columbus Service's sUper_
'/isory personne~ but scattered
1hots have issued in all directions.
'\t one point last week President
Lund attempted to affect a cease-
fire by addressing himself to the
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XIE OF NO AVAIL
ORDS FALL IN FIRST HOME STAND AS OFFENSE SAGS
by Warun Diven
e KenyonLords, having gone
outwhile dominating the first
of play against Earlham,
re unable to regain their mo-
ntUIll during the second half
finally succumbed to their
suer, faster opponents, 25-0.
he high-spiritedLords, opened
Ir home season in perfect
tball weather amidst the un-
ished constructionof new stands
a crowd of enthusiastic stu,
15 and gayly dressed faculty
mbersheaded by an ascoted
sidentLund.
!thoughKenyon did manage
ontrolthe ball throughout the
t half of play, they were un-
a 10 get the big scoring break
entialto keep up their drive.
by linebacker Steve Pender-
ph and Bob Falkenstine, the
made a fine first period de-
fensive stand on their own 20 play of the Kenyon defense and
yard line to get Kenyon's momen- the great ability of John Rutter
tum moving. Quarterback John to move the offense. However,
Rutter then moved the Lords to during the second half both of
the Earlham II yard line with these factors lost their effective-
fine running and exceptional pass- ness. The Kenyon defense, which
ing highlighted by the fantastic had been gang tackling in a very
receiving of Jim Rattray. Rutter punishing manner during the first
capped the drive off with a 25 hall, tired from the pressure of
yard scoring strike to half back the quicker Earlham line, enabl-
Lee Van Voris but the touchdown ing Earlham runners to find the
was called back because of a per- open holes. The Earlham quarter-
sonal foul call against Kenyon. back, Ramsey Coates, who was
Kenyon got a break when the constantly being spilled during
Earlham punter fumbled on his the first h~lf was ~ble to get the
15 Y d li d th 1.0 d pass blocking dur-ing the secondown ar nean e res ,
regained control of the ball. With half. necessary to set E~rlham s
J ff J t rt b k h passing attack and make It effec-e ones a qua er ac, ow- tive.
ever, the Lords were unable to
push the ball over and Kenyon
began to lose its drive.
The downfall of the defense,
however, can in part be blamed
on the inability of the Kenyon
offenseto hold onto the ball. With
Rutter out of the quarterback spot
with an injured passing hand and carries, while adding two touch,
bruised knee, the Lords offense downs. Earlham quarterbacks
literally bogged down. Jeff Jones, Ron Isaac and Ramsey Coates did
who had been able to work the not let the Kenyon defense key
quarterback option to his advent, on Powell, however, as they carn-
age the week before, was com- bined to complete seven of 11
pletely stopped as the Earlham passes for 143yards and a 19yard
defense keyed itself to this play. TD pass to halfback Jim Mont-
Although the passing attack did gomery.
net 140 yards the running game For the second time this season
was completely halted and gained the story of Kenyon's downfall
only 24 yards. In order for Ken- has not been the lack of desire or
yon's new offense to work effec- fight, but the plague of minor in-
tively the two phases of offense juries to key players and the in-
sh?uld compleme~teach other; in ability to get the important break
thts game they did not. at the right time. Without these
essential factors, Kenyon cannot
The Earlham offense, on the hope to win.
other hand, completely dominated In the event of any more de-
the statistics despite a fine effort feats of this kind where the team
on the part of Kenyon defenders. plays from sheer guts and fails
Utilizing the end sweep, Earlham to win, Kenyon may face the
sent four blockers ahead of their problem of dwindling spirit which
bruising half backs, Art Powell, plagued so many Kenyon teams
who rambled for 130yards in 22 in the past.
The two big factors which gave
the Lords the decided edge during
the first half were the fine hard
fl"l'ol:'";oJ. •
. 1.··. :.
BREAKS LOOSE
WATTS CHARGES •
BY
PHOTOS
ROBERT
SCHONFELD
NO .... PRACTICE. PRACTICE •...
DID HE MAKE IT? ...•
Cardinals Fly Past Lords; Fumbles Hurt; Rattray Now Leads In Pass Receptions
by Warren Di't'en
heKenyonLords, after build-
Upan early 13 point lead in
first quarter were unable to
tain the fine Otterbein passing
.c~ and dropped their third
lS!onin as many outings this
r, 33-26. Playing under the
ts, Kenyon suffered from
erousbad breaks in the final
as Otterbein scored two
bdownsto thwart the Lords'
rnptto break their three game
g areak this year.
e Lords were able to take
ntageof an Otterbein fumble
Yin the first period as the in-
e1l. Kenyondefense rocked the
dl~se on the otterbein five
line.Following a pass inter-
ference penalty, fullback Steve
Watts slanted his way in from
the two yard line to give the
Lords an early lead.
Taking advantage of excellent
punting by John Rutter, the Lords
were able to keep the Otters deep
in the hole early in the game and
once again the defense forced Ot-
terbein to fumble in their own
territory. Kenyon's fleet right
end, John Schweppe then out-
legged his man to get free to
grab a pass from quarterback
John Rutter and race 28 yards
for a touchdown and a 13-0 lead,
the biggest for the Lords in two
years.
Otterbein rallied for two touch,
downs in the first half but the
Kenyon defense set up another
Kenyon score by blocking an Ot-
terbein punt on the Otters' 12
yard line. Rutter then passed to
Rattray who made a fantastic
catch of the ball for Kenyon's
third touchdown.
Kenyon's great start in the first
hall was possible largely because
of the defense which would not
let the smaller, faster Otterbein
backs get to the outside where
they could find running room. The
defensive line also continually put
pressure on the Otterbein quarter-
back forcing him to throw off
target or too soon.
Kenyon built up an eight point
lead early in the half when Jim
Rattray made another fantastic T-
D catch on a pass from Jeff Jones
who had three Otterbein defend-
ers hanging around his neck, but
then the roof fell in for the Lords.
Although the defense continued to
shine through the remainder of
game, the breaks completely shift-
ed in favor of Otterbein. Otter-
bein recovered a Kenyon fumble
on the Lords' 22 yard line and
soon pushed the ball over on a
dive play. Otterbein then came
back to intercept a Kenyon pass
on their own 37 and later scored
on a 21 yard pass play.
Although the Kenyon defense
held the Otters three times in the
tst six minutes when Otterbein
really wanted to grind out the
yardage to use up the clock, the
offense was virtually ineffectual
in moving the ball. Each time
Kenyon got the ball Otterbein in-
tercepted a Kenyon pass off the
fingertips of a Kenyon receiver.
Getting the big breaks was a
big factor for Otterbein, but their
passing attack finally galled in
the second half and otterbein
grabbed in 16of 28 passes for 187
yards. Kenyon, on the other
hand, could only complete nine
passes for 106yards while being
held to a mere 45 yards on the
ground. Jim Rattray, in catching
two more touchdown tosses, now
ranks second in the Ohio Con-
ference in scoring with 24 points.
In summing up the game, Coach
Johnson felt that Kenyon was not
necessarily outplayed but that
Otterbein was luckier. As he put
it, "This always seems to happen
when you are on your way up."
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COMPOSED
By
MICHAEL ABRAMSON
GRIDIRON SIDESHOW APRO!ESSAY
OsER S, 1965
is outside air of unkemptness
ut a hint of what is taking
e on the inside. A man whose
is taken with just about
thing, all his thoughts seem
e occurmg at the same time.
talks tree-swinging stream of
ciousness with an uneasy,
air. You can tell that he is
actedby the thought that he
ld really be talking about
ethingelse. Certainly he has
t to talk about.
f Franklin Miller, the road to
on started at Swarthmore
the early days of physics _
n the neutron was being dis.
red." He won't be more spe-
than this, but what is clear
at he majored in mathemat-
Playedkettle drums in the
estra, and was a member of
varsity soccer and track
ds, winning the conference
pionship in the mile TIm.
athletic experience was to
e in handy later, when Pro-
r Miller saved Kenyon's soc-
teamfrom extinction by serv_
as Coachfor four years. He
maintains his interest in
and enjoys talking base-
iller went on to the Univer_
.o! Chicago for graduate stud-
~ physics. While there he
eli on a musical entitled
rger for Millions" for which
-~Uthored three songs, "one
hich rhymed. sex flve times
e lines." One of the songs,
er dubbed "Write Your
.uPOn My Heart" achieved
ted sort of fame and was
eredby songster Kay Kaiser
a Chicago nightclub with
After eleven yean at Rutgers,
he arrived in Gambier in 1948.
Miller himself probably best swns
up the Gambier years, claiming
"I'm always stuck with r~ing
president." Of course, he is chair·
man of the physics department
and serves as chairman of the
Campus Senate (about which he
admits with some candid be_
wilderment, "I must like it or I
woudn't do it"). He is president
of the local chapter of the Ameri-
can Association of University
Professors, chairman of the phys·
ics section of the Ohio Academy
of Science, President of the Knox
County Mental Health Associa-
tion and president of the prize.
winning Jim Morgan apartments,
Inc.
In past years he has served as
president of the Society for Social
Research in Science, an organiza-
tion with members in twenty
countries that strives to "encour-
age scientists to take a personal
moral responsibility for the conse.
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FRAT HOUSEl YESI
HOME ON THE HILL
The building itself is a plain
one in an architectural style best
described as central Ohio rural-
bulky and boxlike with randomly
scattered oddly sized windows, a
large knotty-pine sitting porch,
four freshly whitewashed stucco
wall.s, and three front doors.
Entering the ODe which had a
shiny new quasi-colonial electric
coachlight overhead, we passed
into what was unmistakably the
living room. Two television sets
(the boys are big tube fans) maze of makeshift halls, we carne
graced. one wall, while against an. upon the chamber of two senior
other sat an overstuffed crimson fellows of ~he n:al Bright red,
plush sofa, a gift of Mr. Imel. Two frilly curtains With .white lace
brown paper shades hung jauntily edges ado:ned th~ wmdows con-
over the windows at the far end trastmg nicely With the pea col-
of the room, while a third oddly ored w~ ..However,. one brother
shaped window was simply left ~learlY dls~ked their- p~es;nce,
bare. The room's finest feature, A -:V' they re queer curtains" he
however, was the fireplace, paint- whined. ~ore to his taste was
ed a subtle ivory hue, atop whose the oversized Confederate fl..ag
mantle sat the variously inscribed ta~ked neatly to one wall. DespIt,e
fraternal drinking mugs of five of mild protests that they hadn t
the brothers. Stepping off the gotten a chance to clean the place
handsome brown and green hair- up yet and that we should come
loomed rug we passed into what back on the weekend, we con-
had orig~ been the dining tinued our tour. The ~ee other
dining room but was now being large bedrooms were baslc~y the
converted to a study and lounge S3n.'e-pea-green walls, wIth. oc-
_ a place "where the guys can casionally a sea-green wall mixed
study hard during the week and in .for variety, stagn~t fireplaces
play hard on weekends." There is being used as oversized was~.
even an iridescent turquoise baskets, and. pebbled, brown lin-
powderroom (just one of four oleum floormg. However, the
lavish baths scattered throughout :oo~~ beg~n to S~?Wflo,~rishesof
the house) conveniently located l?dIVlduality; . a. ~uke tavern.
off this sometime study. Hearing light flashes distinctively over the
our comments on the colorful de- matching twin beds in one, while
cor our host was quick to point in another hangs a Buffet print
out that Mr. Imel, from whom and severa~ eig~t by t~n glossies
they rent the house, had provided ?f so~e uDlden~ed pnma baller-
his own interior decorators and mo., like something out of Susan
that Alpha Sig was not to blame. Sontag, a.nd still another displays
a He!nerish scarlet-colored bar.
by Cad Davies
Kenyon often boasts of the
scholarly productivity of her rae,
ulty. Several professors are busi-
ly making revisions on soon-to-be
published texts, anthologies and
critical writings.
Professor Richard Hettlinger,
who, in 1964 delivered the im-
mediately popular lectures "Sex
and the Single Student" is ex-
panding his lectures into a book,
of the same title, to be published
in March by Seabury Press. Pro-
fessor Hettlinger observes that his
position is not the traditional one
taken by Episcopal clergy. Pro-
fessor Hettlinger will give two
lectures connected with his book
during the academic year.
"Tough guy" novelist James M.
Cain is the subject of a work of
criticism by Mr. David Madden
of the Department of English.
Cain is the author of The PO&tman
Always Rings Twice, and Mildred
Pierce, Also headed for the press
are five short stories and a novella
written by Madden during the
summer. Madden has already
published a critical work on
Wright Morris.
The kitchen, lately given a
thorough coating of peachy-pink
paint, held the spoiled remainders
of a late night banquet, as well as
the usual sort of labor-saving
kitchen devices. Our guide then
lead us outside to see what has to
be the house's outstanding fea_
ture. He opened a green base-
ment door and there, 10 and be·
hold lay a Wizard of Oz-like
storm and potato cellar replete
with earthen 6001', timber shor_
ing, and miscellaneous vermin.
And occupying the center of this
anachronistic wonder was a mon-
strous corpulent iron furnare,
once a coalburner, now, of course,
converted to something else. With
a twinkle in his eye our guide
told us that "some day this might
even be our pledging area."
quencea to society of their pro-
fessional work." The SSRS leaves
it to each member to choose his
line of work in accordance with
his conscience. Professor Miljer,
for example, declined a bid from
the government to do research in
connection with the development
of the atomic bomb. More recent-
ly he has served as editor of the
SSRS's Newstetree, He conunents:
"To many scientists Gambier is-
n't the home of the Kenyon Re·
view but the SSRS NewsleUer."
Somehow. he has found time to
write a best-selling text in col-
lege physics, play duplicate bridge
(Mrs. J. C. Ransom being a rev-
ored partner), air a weekly radio
show - "This Week in Science"
(5:30 every Saturday on WMVO),
and, not incidentally, raise a
talented son, who, besides being
a sculptor and folk-singer has just
directed his first full-length film.
(an earlier effort, a revealing short
on OSU football succeeded in be-
ing banned in Columbus!) A
saga of young love in Appalachia,
the film features Gambier favor-
ites Ed Heimerdinger- and Mar-
jorie Johnson in leading roles.
Professor Miller plays the town
drunk. Through his efforts the
fihn was, in large part, financed
nklin Miller: Charged Particle in a Vacuum in Knox County and is due for a
premiere this summer, perhaps at
by Richard Henry Lee Schine's. It will also be entered
o many, the chairman of the department of physics at in a foreign film festival.
yon College is simply, clandestinely known as "Merlin." Professor Miller explains, and
ergraduates have a penchant for that sort of thing - a sheepishly tries to excuse, all this
om not without charm - but in this case the bestowal is prolific activity, saying "I feel I
ortunate. "Merlin" evokes thoughts of a whimsical, be- like to work with people whether
in a string quartet or in the Cam-
tacled manipulator of seething test tubes whose exist- pus Senate:' He does not feel
e is limited to the confines of his fantastical laboratory that Kenyon cramps his style, but
the sometimes diabolical but always unfathomable work- admits, "Ii I had a chief interest
of science. Consider Franklin Miller. in research I would feel very tso ,
anklin Miller is an ebullient -,----,c=c:---,,--,--:::-- lated." He also believes that "it
You see him making his Franklin Miller at the piano. Now is necessary to replenish yourself
down Middle Path and he he prefers the viola, there being in a professional way" from time
. thi "no team sport involved" with the to time and is now in the processy spirals along, turning IS
d d Piano, and composes one-fourth of "liquidating" many of his ac-and that to regar an con-
tbe many facets of. Mother of the Gambier String Quartet. tivities in order to spend his next
e and Mother Kenyon. He His talented wife plays the cello. year's sabbatical with Otto Frisch,
b . I Incidently, she is now working on the discoverer of the deficient oflarge man, but emgn y so,
you would feel guilty dub- her third book, concerning the- uranium at Cambridge.
him "rotund" or "portly." ology, and is a productive painter --------------
oaks comfortable in rumpled - many of her efforts adorning THEY PUBLISH
and nondescript suits that the Miller homestead. AND ENDURE
the hurried unconcern of the Miller's first teaching assign,
r. ment was at Rutgers, where he
also found time to form a coop-
erative which "tried to compete
with the A&P and went out of
business." The war threatened
to cut his teaching career short
when the possibility of the ter-
mination of civilian classes was
raised. With an eye to the bleak
future, he moved to a farm and
learned to milk. a cow. Professor
Miller had become a Friend by
conviction in the late '30's (''that's
the 1930's son") and was a con-
cientious objector and a pacifist.
If he had lost his job he was pre·
pared "to live on roots and bel'·
ries." As it was, he gained forty
pounds "on whipped cream and
all that" from the cow.
The "generative approach" to
writing will be the theme of a new
grammar and composition book
Common Sense About Rhetoric.
by Professor Daniel., Chairman of
the English Department. This new
method 0 f teaching writing
stresses the avoidance of errors
and emphasizes "substance and
detail," avoiding the conventional,
passe approach of do's and don't's.
Continued on pave 8. CoL1
Outside again, we saw the natty
blue Kokosing swimming pool we
were told that Mr. Imel allowed
them full use of it, however that
the water had been drained from
it before they returned; "never-
theless," we were told,
to show some Erieite
swimming pool."
"its great
the frat
Once more entering the house
we climbed upstairs to take a
peek at the brothers' living quar-
tel's. Immediately, we noticed a
basic pea-green motif carried
throughout the upstira area-
"Yea, it's pretty well institution-
alized" piped one pajama clad
member. Guided through the
But. truly unique among the
upstairs rooms were the two
baths. The first, a large square
green affair, features a Gargan.
tuan porcelain tub complete with
standing sculptured. legs and
matching porcelain faucets with
"Rn and "c" neatly engraved on
their surface, as well as a newly
installed, gleaming white toilet
bowl of which they were partic-
ularly proud. The other, of a
bluer hue than the first, consisted
of a long narrow corridor, per-
haps three feet wide and ten feet
long, with a shower notched into
the far wall, and a commode sit.
ting squatly beside it, an arrange.
ment which we were told is far
from ideal.
Nonetheleu, the brothers seem
quite content with their Gracie
Mansion on the hill and as we
left, one euphoric soul smilingly
told us "yea, it's great, I wouldn't
want to live anyplace else."
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COUNCIL, AFTER FAILING
TWICE, FINALLY SENDS
SCNALL TO INDIANA
Continued from paqe 1
proving Peirce hall, and that the
Administration is eager to hear
any suggestions for improvements
from council or individuals.
Zvetan Zakov, chairman of
the finance committee, had the
doubtful pleasure of surprising
Council with last year's Reveille
debt. Council will follow Zakov's
suggestion, and will pay the debt
with money from the contingency
fund. It was explained that last
year's editor was unaware of sev-
eral printing charges, and also
had to pay the printers extra fees
to print the book after the Re_
veille staff had failed to meet the
agreed deadline. Understandably,
council expressed concern that the
management of this year's Re-
veille and the management of
similar organizations stay within
their budgets for '65-'66.
After some awkward parliamen-
tary proceedure, much discussion
and a fairly close vote, Council
decided to send a delegate to the
Association of Student Govern-
ments conference in Indiana on
Oct. 14-16. The trip will cost
council $100, plus travel expenses.
In the discussion, Dean Ed-
wards and James Jarrett stressed
the value of such a meeting to ex-
change ideas and plans. They saw
advantages in Kenyon's partici-
pation not only from the stand-
point of what help Kenyon might
receive, but from what help Ken-
yon's representative might be
able to give the other delegates.
Opposition to the motion, led
mainly by Richard Freeman, held Coach Harrison's practice of
starting his reserves almost back-
that it was not essential to coach fi -" a, H; . ~..1 ff trec rram jumped a a an
other student councils, particular- early 1-0 lead at the 7;00 minute
Iy at a cost of $100. Freeman point of the first period. Thus
pointed out that the council al- Kenyon's first squad started the
ready receives the A.S.G.'s litera- game with a 1-0 deficit to over-
t h· h tal t6 b come. They quickly took control
ure, w JC con ms e est and began to exert their domin-
ideas brought up at the confer- ance of the Hiram defense. Art
ences. Jackson, a Chicago freshman who
The vote to send a delegate was learned his soccer in Westown,
9·5-1, and Bill Schnall was select- Pennsylvania, got his first Kenyon
ed to make the trip. goal by heading in a ball popped
The council was united on other up by freshman Chip Lowery.
issues. The motion to open, by
any means possible, a frozen pad- The deciding shot of the con-
lock barring the observation deck test occurred just minutes later
on Peirce tower was quickly ap- a~ the .L:>rcisrode o~ a w~ve. of
proved, and council also unanaJ high ~~I'1t. Jerry MIller, a jurucr
mously approved of the new Ken- who not play soccer last year,
yon literary publication, The practically. walked one in as a
Kenyon PerspectiTe. It was an. stunned. Hiram team looked on.
nounced that Saga has purchased Yet their- greatest shock was
a new menu board and that yet to come. In what was prac-
breakfast hours have been ex- ically a "picture play" Lee Bow-
hot food will be served after 8;30. man, kicking specialist, proved his
tended until 8;45,
1
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Horrlsen's Heroes_'Goin First Foil Sports Win -..
Batchelder and ThaYI,
Banle Over Big Issw,
Continued from Page I
Founded by Barry Bergll,I
Richard Kochman, '66, and ~
Going into the second half with ard Shapiro. '88, the :Forum,
a two goal margin. it was appar- the :V0rds of one adherent,~'
ent that the game was just about provide every student, "Wilb
oer. Kenyon added an insurance opportunity to take his q
goal early in the fourth quarter about Philander's ~ell or ~
when Andy Bersin, another fresh- Nam out of the LeWIS Hall IQ
man, passed the ball to Paul Reg., or the coffee shop, and bring~,
ali who booted it for the tally. the attention of a college a
With most of the second and third ence,"
units in the ball game for the The founders urge any st
Lords, Hiram had little trouble or faculty member wishing to
finishing the scoring with a goal ticipate in a future program
late in the fourth quarter. forward a topic for discUMion,
contact Mr. Kochman or
Shapiro in Middle Kenyon,
Professor Paul Titus, the g!'lJ
advisor.
The first program-the Tha~
Batchelder debate, will be held
Philomathesian Hall, Mo
night at 8;00.
A victory-starved Kenyon soccer
team satisfied their hunger with a
4-2 win over the Hiram Terriers,
before a crowd of 200 at the Field
House field. In a well-fought, ex,
citing contest Kenyon came from
behind to score three goals in the
second quarter on their way to
victory.
mettle by placing his corner kick
high enough for Craig Jackson to
head it past an amazed Terrier
goalie.
This Saturday, Kenyon plays
host to the Yeomen of Oberlin as
the game gets underway at 2:00
on the Field House field. Kenyon
lost to Oberlin last year and will
be seeking revenge.
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KENYON COLLEGE BOOKSHOP
same when it appears early in
They Publish 1967. Mr. Miller has temporarilyshelved notes on a new university
Continued from page 7, Co13 physics text for engineers in fa-
The text will also include tradl- vor of revising his earlier text,
t' I t' aram d primarily intended for pre-med-lana sec Ions on b' mar an ical students,
mechanics. Selections from A-
merican authors will illustrate Mr. Professor Galbraith Crump. new
Daniel's remarks. to the English Department, is edit,
ing a volume of poetry in the Yale
Professor Gerrit Roelofs, Chau- Press series of Poems on Affairs
cerian mainstay of Kenyon's Eng- of State. The entire series covers ~============~~=============~I '======================~lish Department, is preparing to restoration verse satire from 1669 II
revise the famous poetry anthol- to 1714. Mr. Crump's volume is
ogy of Charles Coffin, The Major the fourth of seven planned vo1-
Poets: English cmd American. The umes and will cover the reign of
late Mr. Coffin was a revered King James II. The first two vet-
member of the English Depart. urnes of the series are in the Chal-
ment here until his death in 1956. mers Library.
Mr. Roelofs considers the job of Ir====~========J
revision "a great privilege." "The
revision will be based on class-
room experience" Roelofs ob-
serves, but "the character of the
book will remain unchanged."
Roelofs plans to add a few modern
poets to the anthology.
Professor Franklin Miller is re-
organizing his 1959 edition of Col-
lege Physics, now in use in over
one hundred colleges. There will
be a new section on calculus, but
the text will be essentially the
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CHATHAM ,bunch-all freshmen. Why the
Continued from page I, CoL" choice was limited to the class of
Kenyon swains - enough so to sixty-nine no one can accurately
propose a rematch. But this time, judge, though some have specu-
Chatham is the home team and lated, unadvisedly, that the low-
the Lords have fielded a selective er the class the less recreant the
** ROGER WAGNER CHORALE and Orehestra
W"dnud,,~. Odober 21
** N.Y. CITY OPERA CO. "Carmen"
Tu".d,,~. Nonmbe, 30
libido.
For those who fawn migh
on send-offs, the freshman s:
ment departs from the area' ,f
freshman dormitories at
tomorrow.
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